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The following remarks are made concerning the manifestly-covariant canonical formalism 
of quantum gravity. 

1. It is proved that all non-matter fields must be exactly massless. 
2. An argument is made for supporting the absence of a tripole ghost. 
3. The graviton components are taken out from the gravitational asymptotic field with

out referring to a special Lorentz frame. 

§ l. Introduction 

In the present paper, we make some miscellaneous remarks on our manifestly
covariant canonical formalism of quantum gravity developed in a series of pa
pers, D~oJ which are referred to as I, · · ·, VI, consecutively. 

In § 2, we prove that all non-matter fields appearing m our formalism must 

be exactly massless, as is expected. We show that each of them is the Goldstone 
field corresponding to a certain spontaneously broken symmetry. 

In § 3, we present some justification of our prescription of constructing the 

asymptotic-field Lagrangian. Though the invariance under the general coordinate 
transformation is broken by the presence of the gauge-fixing term, we find that 
there remains its "remnant", which induces some additional restriction on the form 
of the asymptotic-field Lagrangian. 

In § 4, we show that the graviton components can be taken out from the 

gravitational asymptotic field in the position space, namely, without restricting our
selves to a special Lorentz frame. Of course, our method also applies to quantum 
electrodynamics for taking out the transverse photons. 

§ 2. Exact masslessness of all non-matter fields 

In this section, we prove that all fields of our quantum-gravity theory, of 
course excluding matter fields, are exactly massless. This fact means that the 
two-point Green's functions have a massless pole despite the relevance of the 
infrared problem. Our result is thus an important support to the postulate of 
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1386 N. Nakanishi 

asymptotic completeness in quantum gravity. 

The Lagrangian density proposed in I is written as*l 

(2 ·1) 

where J! E denotes the Einstein Lagrangian density; tc is the gravitational constant 

and ?J""=v/-gg"" with g=det g11,; b, is an auxiliary boson field, cP and Cp being the 

Faddeev-Popov (FP) ghosts; .£ N denotes the Lagrangian density of some integer

spin fields. The action f d 4.x:J! is invariant under the Poincare group, under the 

BRS transformation and under the FP-ghost scaling transformation; the correspond

ing conserved quantities are the Poincare generators P" and 1\II,,, the BRS charge 

Qu and the FP-ghost charge Qc, respectively. 

Now, we note that the action is invariant also under the following transforma
tions: 

(a) general linear group GL(4); 

(b) bp---'>bp + const, others invariant; 

(c) cP ---'>CP + const, others invariant; 

(d) Cp---'>Cp + const, others invariant. 

Here the last two transformations are formal m the sense that they can be finite 

transformations only at the classical level. **J 

The expression for the generator M'', of GL ( 4) was presented 111 III ex
plicitly :8), ***) 

(2· 2) 

The commutation relations between M", and the field operators are as follows: 

(2· 3) 

(2·4) 

(2· 5) 

(2·6) 

*l We regard the non-Landau.gauge formalism'l as unsatisfactory because it contains an un
natural term a,.,j-gr;"'b"b,. 

**l The use of Grassmann numbers at the quantum level is meaningless. For example, intro
ducing a Grassmann number (} is equivalent to considering a direct sum of two state-vector spaces 
CV (the part independent of (}) and CV o (the part proportional to (}) such that CV contains the 
complete information of the theory and CV o has no effect on CV; thus CV o is totally redundant. 

***l Here, since 'the three-dimensional integral is divergent at infinity, the integration should be 
carried out after calculating commutators, as is usually understood. 
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Indefinite-l'vietric Quantum Field Theory of General Relativity. VII 1387 

Since the Lorentz group is a subgroup of GL (4), the Lorentz generator J.ld"v is 

expressible in terms of M11v: 

(2·7) 

where f/ 11v denotes the Minkowski metric. 

Corresponding to the remaining three symmetries, we have the following con

served currents: 

(2·8) 

(2·9) 

(2·10) 

They are indeed conserved with respect to the index fJ. owing to the field equa

tions 

a/.lrrv=o, (2·11) 

a/.1 crra;cp) = o, c2 ·12) 

0/.1 ('(t"OvCP) = 0 , (2 ·13) 

which directly follow from (2 ·1) (as given m I). We can therefore define the 

corresponding conserved charges formally: 

III), 

qbv=/C-1 s dYxr/v, 

q/= J d8x(/"a;cv, 

q;/= S d8x(/"8,cv. 

(2·14) 

(2·15) 

(2 ·16) 

It 1s interesting to note that these charges and the translation generator (see 

(2·17) 

form a "quartet" in the sense that Pv and qc:v are the BRS transforms*) of -i!C-1qcv 

and - qbv, respectively. 

that 
By using the (anti-) commutation relations presented in II, it is easily shown 

[b bv] _ ·~v 
"'q - -zu P, 

*l Here, of course, surface integrals should be discarded. 

(2·18) 

(2·19) 
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1388 N. Nakanishi 

(2· 20) 

and that all other (anti-) commutators vanish. Thus qb•, qcv and q;,Y are indeed the 
generators of the transformations (b), (c) and (d), respectively. 

Now, as pointed out previously,8> the GL ( 4) in variance is spontaneously broken 
up to the Lorentz group if space-time is asymptotically flat, that is, if 

(Oigll.IO)=r;ll., 

(OibpiO)=O, (OicPIO)=O, (Oicpl0)=0, 

(2. 21) 

(2·22) 

where IO) denotes the true vacuum. This fact implies that gil. IS the Goldstone 
field, and therefore gravitons must be exactly massless owing to the Goldstone 
theorem. Likewise, but independently of the asymptotic flatness, (2 ·18) r-J (2 · 20) 
imply that the symmetries represented by qb•, qcv and qc" are spontaneously broken. 
Accordingly, we see that bP, cP and Cp must also be exactly massless. 

The above consideration can be extended to the case of the vierbein formalism 
developed in V and VI. In this case, the gravitational field gil• was replaced by 
the vierbein hll"' (hll"'h,"' =gil.), and we introduced three antisymmetric fields Sa,b, ta,b 

and t a,b so as to break the local Lorentz in variance. Our Lagrangian density is 
given by 

_[tot= :t + _[ D + _[ LL , (2 "23) 

where ..fn denotes the generally covariant Dirac Lagrangian density and 

r.a,b being the spin affine connection. 
As shown in V, the expression (2 · 2) for the generator Mil. remains un

changed, but the relation (2 · 7) must be replaced by 

M,,_ = 7JillM\- 7J •• M\ + MLLilv, (2 · 25) 

where MLLil• is a new conserved quantity defined m [V, (4· 24)]. As shown in 
VI, we have 

Hence, if space-time Is asymptotically flat, that is, if 

(2·26) 

(2· 27) 

(2· 28) 

then both invariances under Mil. and MLLP• are spontaneously broken in such a 
way that the invariance under M~'. remains unbroken. Since the invariance under 
M~', is totally broken in the present case, all 16 components of h~'"' must be ex-
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Indefinite-Metric Quantum Field Theory of General Relativity. VII 1389 

actly massless. 
Finally, we note that there are three new conserved currents 

jt''a"=g~" (a.lab + r.c"rc- r:at"c)' 

f/a"=g~" (a.tab + r:"tac- r:at"c). 

(2. 29) 

(2· 30) 

(2· 31) 

Let q.a", qt" and qt" be the corresponding conserved charges. Then they and 

MLLa"=rlar;""MLL~v form a quartet in the sense that MLLab and qt" are the local

Lorentz-BRS transforms of - 2iqt" and - q.a", respectively. 

By using the results of VI, we can easily show that 

(2. 32) 

(2· 33) 

(2. 34) 

(2· 35) 

and that all other (anti-) commutators vanish. Thus we see that the symmetries 

represented by q.a", qt" and qt" are all spontaneously broken, whence Sed• ted and 

l cd are exactly massless owing to the Goldstone theorem. 

§ 3. Asymptotic-field Lagrangian 

In order to determine the field equations and the equal-time commutation 

relations for the asymptotic fields, in I (and later also in V) we made the follow

ing assumption: The (renormalized) asymptotic fields are governed by the asymp

totic-field Lagrangian, which has the same form as the quadratic part*) of the 

exact Lagrangian. Subsequently, Kugo and Ojima9l criticized this assumption and 

showed that the positive semi-definiteness of the physical subspace could be proved 

even under weaker assumptions. They emphasized that by means of the Ward

Takahashi identities one could not exclude the possible existence of a tripole ghost, 

which was not encountered in I. As pointed out in II, however, our assumption 

seems to be natural in the sense that if it is not the case then one cannot prove 

the equivalence between Dyson's S-matrix in the interaction picture and the S

matrix {<out lin)} in the Heisenberg picture. Therefore, from the aesthetic point 

of view, we still believe that our assumption is basically correct. The purpose 

of this section is to provide a strong support to this belief. 

There is no objection to assuming that the asymptotic-field Lagrangian _Lasym 

exists and is quadratic in asymptotic fields, and of course, the corresponding action 

should be Poincare invariant. Furthermore, it is quite natural to assume that the 

*l Of course, quadratic with respect to the fields having a vanishing vacuum expectation value. 
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1390 N. Nakanishi 

canonical degrees of freedom remam unchanged for the asymptotic fields which 
uniquely have the corresponding Heisenberg field. In particular, the number of 
80 should not exceed two in each term of .Lasym. Finally, if the exact action is 
invariant under certain transformations, .Lasym should be invariant, up to a total 
divergence, under their linearized versions if and only if they are not broken by 
the representation adopted. 

For example, consider the Landau-gauge quantum electrodynamics. For sim
plicity of notation, let A'" and B be the asymptotic fields of the electromagnetic 
field and of the auxiliary scalar field, respectively. From the general principles 
only, the possible expression for .Lasym, apart from the FP-ghost term and the 
charged-field part, is 

(3 ·1) 

where F 11v=81,Av -- 8vA11 and the a/s are real numbers. But, since quantum electro
dynamics is a gauge theory, it is invariant under the BRS transformation. This 
in variance implies that a 2 = a 3 = 0. Furthermore, the Landau-gauge Lagrangian is 
invariant under the constant translation of the auxiliary scalar field (B-> B + const). 
Though this symmetry is spontaneously broken by definition, it behaves like an 
unbrolcen symmetry because the manner of breaking is independent of the represen
tation adopted. This symmetry implies that a 5 = 0. Finally, assuming*) a 1>0 on 
the basis of perturbation theory, we can set a1 = a4 = 1 by redefining A 11 and B. We 
thus have 

(3·2) 

which is nothing but the quadratic part of the exact Lagrangian density apart 
from the parts of other fields. 

Now, we return to quantum gravity. First, we consider the case (2 ·1). 
Let 9tm {3"' rp and 'fp be the asymptotic fields of g,,v, bp, cP and Cp, respectively, 
as in I. The BRS transforms of the asymptotic fields are as follows: 

~(9,uv) =!v'!C(8,u!v+8v!), 

~ Cf3p) = o, ~ crP) = o, ~ Crp) = iv'!Cf3p. 

(3. 3) 

(3. 4) 

From the general principles and the invariance under the BRS transformation 
together with the invariance under the FP-ghost scaling transformation, the possible 
expression for .Lasym, apart from the non-gravitational terms, 1s 

a 1.L Elin + a2 [- (281,~'"'v- 8v cp) f3v + i8"'7 v · fY 1f] 

+a3(8vcp·{3,-i8"'fv·fY1f') +a4{3J3v (3. 5) 

up to a total divergence, where "' and _[ Elin denotes the Lagrangian of the 

*) Nobody can prove the positivity of the norm of transverse photons. 
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Indefinite-/\1etric Quantum Field Theory of General Relativity. VII 1391 

linearized Einstein theory. 
Since the symmetry br ->br + const beha,-es like an unbroken one just as in 

quantum electrodynamics, ~[asym should be in,-ariant under Sr->i10 +const, whence 
a 4 = 0. If we assume a 1>0 (and a2 ~0) as in quantum electrodynamics, then we 
can set a 1 = a 2 = 1 by redefining the asymptotic fields. Thus the extra term is the 
third term, its coefficient a 3 being completely arbitrary. The possible existence of 
such a term was noted previously by Kimurit 10l apart from the FP-ghost contribu
tion. Since the existence of this term implies the presence of a tripole ghost, we 
must find the reason why it does not appear. vVhat is the essential difference 
between the second term and the third one? 

Let the A;s be four c-number functions satisfying 

(3 ·6) 

and consider the transformation dellnccl by 

(:'3·7) 

the other asymptotic fields being invariant. We call this transformation the l 
transformation. Both the first term and the second one of (3 · 5) are invariant 
under the A transformation, but the third term is not. Thus, if the A transformation 
is a linearized version of a transformation under which (2 ·1) is invariant Llp to 
a total divergence, then we can exclude the third term. 

Fortunately, such a trandormation does exist. Though the invariance under 
the general coordinate transformation is explicitly broken by the gauge-fixing term, 
there still remains a "remnant" of it. *l This transformation, which -vve call the 
I transfonnation, i:; defined a;; follows. 

Let the ~'l~'s be four inf1nitesimal functions satisfying a condition determined 
later. Every field is transformed in the same way as under the general coordinate 
transformation whose infinitesimal transformation functions are the AP's. Here, we 
regard b" as a covariant vector but C0 and C0 as scalars but not as vecton. For 
example, 

(3. 8) 

c:~. 9) 

iJ, (c") = --;fi'J,c'', (3 ·10) 

where cr, stands for the Lie derivaliYe of the j transformation. Then it is evident 
that (2·1) is invariant, up to a total divergence, under the A transformation if 
a,Jf'v transforms like a contravariant ''ector density. Hence we reqmre 

*l As is well known, there is such invariance also in quantum electrodynamics. 
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1392 N. Na!?anishi 

that is, 

(3 ·12) 

We can explicitly construct the conserved current corresponding to the A 
transformation: 

(3 ·13) 

Accordingly, the generator of the A transformation 1s given by 

QA=/C- 1 S d3x(/" (bi1vAP- Gvbp · AP). (3 ·14) 

Since it is possible to assume that A' and A' are c-numbers at a particular time, 

it is easy to calculate the commutator between QA and an arbitrary field X. We 

then find 

(3 ·15) 

Now, it is obvious from the above construction that the linearized form of the 

A transformation is nothing but the A transformation. We can thus infer that the 

third term of (3 · 5) is to be absent. 

§ 4. Separation of the graviton components 

In the analysis of the asymptotic fields presented in I, we separated the 

graviton components from the dipole ghosts in order to prove the positive semi

definiteness of the physical subspace. To do this, we made use of a special Lorentz 

frame P1 = P2 = 0 in the momentum space. Strictly speaking, however, such a pro

cedure is justified only in the one-particle sector, because, for example, two quanta 

generally move in different directions. We should therefore make the separation 

of the graviton components in an arbitrary Lorentz frame. Furthermore, it is 

better to work out this procedure in the position space because then it serves as 

the zeroth approximation in the case of the background curved space-time dis

cussed in IV. 

The asymptotic fields Cf!JJv and f]P satisfy the following equations and the four

dimensional commutation relations :n, Jol, *l 

[cpjJv (x), ((!"" (y)] = ·~· i (r;JJPr;v" + r;Mr;vp- r;/J,r;P.) D (x- y) 

- ·~ i (r;Mf)vf)p + 7JvpG1,G" + r;ppGvG 6 + r;,.f)JJ()P) E (x- Y), 

(4·1) 

(4·2) 

(4· 3) 

*l On the right-hand sides of commutation relations, differentiation should always be under

stood as the one with respect to x. 
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Indefinite-Metric Quantum Field Theory of General Relativity. VII 1393 

[9,.(x),(1P(y)] =ti(r;,/1.+r;.pi),)D(x-y), (4·4) 

[/1P(x),/1.(y)] =0, (4·5) 

where OE(z) =D(z). 
As the independent components, we adopt {9n, 912, 900 , 901 , 902 , 933}, that is, we 

eliminate {922, 9 03,913, 923} by means of (4·2). It is possible to solve (4·2) with 
respect to the latter four components because the determinant formed from their 
coefficients is 

(4·6) 

which is non-vanishing generically*> on the mass shell. 
Now, the crucial characteristic of the graviton components is that they com

mute with /1P (y). From the explicit expression for r;,/1. + r;./1, it is elementary 
to see that 9°D and 9<12> commute with /1P, where 

Then, from (4·1) we have 

and ( 4 · 3) yields 

[ 9<w (x), 9<w (y)] = t i (flo2- 8/) 2D (x- y), 

[9m> (x), 9<12> (y)] =- t i (IN-812) 8/12D(x-y), 

[9<12> (x), 9°2> (y)] = t i (flo2- fl12) (flo2- a!) D (x- y). 

Hence, if we set 

that is, 

then we obtain 

[91 (x), 91 (y)] = t i(a/+8.") (8."+832) D(x-y), 

*> That is, the exceptional case is negligible if we consider wave packets. 

(4·7) 

(4·8) 

(4·9) 

(4·10) 

(4·11) 

(4 ·12) 

(4·13) 

(4·14) 

(4·15) 

(4·16) 

(4·17) 
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1394 N. Nakanishi 

[91 (x), 92(y)] =0, (4·18) 

(4·19) 

where use has been made of DD=O. We can identify 91 and 92 as the graviton 

components. The positive-frequency parts of ( 4 ·17) and ( 4 ·19) are indeed positive 

definite generically on the mass shell in the momentum space. 

Next, we construct four dipole ghosts X cal (0" = 0, 1, 2, 3) in such a way that 

For example, (4·20) is satisfied by 

X COl =9u- 9oo' 

Furthermore, we can diagonalize them in the sense that 

by setting 

[xa (x), (JP (y)] = 0 for O"=/=p 

xo=t Oo(Oo2-3812-8/) x(Ol +8o81X(2) +8/x(S), 

'X1 =- t 81 Wo2 + 01 2 + 8/) x(O) + 8o2X(2) + 8o81x(S), 

(4·20) 

(4·21) 

(4· 22) 

(4· 23) 

(4· 24) 

(4· 25) 

(4· 26) 

(4· 27) 

(4·28) 

(4·29) 

In this way, we obtain the formulae more reasonable than [I, (5 ·19) r-J (5 · 21)]. 

In order to understand what we have done in the above, it is instructive to 

apply the above method to quantum electrodynamics for taking out the transverse

photon components. 

In quantum electrodynamics, the asymptotic fields A" and B satisfy 

[A_" (x), B(y)] = -ia"D(x-y). 

(4· 30) 

(4· 31) 

(4· 32) 

(4· 33) 

As the independent components, we take A 0, l:\_1 and A 2 ; then from (4· 31) 

A 8 is expressed as 
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Corresponding to ( 4 · 7) and ( 4 · 8) , we set 

which commutes with B. Then (4·32) implies that 

Next, corresponding to ( 4 ·13) and ( 4 ·14), we set 

that is, 

Then 

[F12 (x), F12 (y)] = -i (812 +8/) D(x-y), 

[Flz(x),G(y)J =0, 

[G(x), G(y)] =i(8/+8/) 8/D(x-y). 

Thus we essentially take F 12 and F 30 as the transverse photons. 

Finally, the longitudinal photon is defined by 

so that X commutes with both F12 and G. 
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Note added in proof: The proof of unitarity can be made without explicitly constructing asymp

totic fields. See the author's other paper in this issue. 
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